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Magnetic Behavior of Ge-rich UCuGe 
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We present here血emagnetic properties of temary intermetal1ic compound UCuGel.OZ5， a Ge-rich UCuGe 
system with hexagonal CeCdz・typecrystal structure (space groupP3ml). Dc magnetization and ac susceptibility 
measurements reveal that UCuGel.025 is dominated by long-range ferromagnetic interactions with Curie temperaぬre
Tc=70 K 1rreversible magnetism observed in this system is main1y resulted企omthe domain園wallP泊ninge宜ects
due to 位 ongmagnetic anisotropy. A very smal1 frequency shift of ac susceptib出typeak position is observed 
suggesting that some spins are random1y frozen in this system in spite of the rather weak spin-glass e宜ect.0町 data
are also comp紅 edwith other reported experimental resu1ts of the Ge-deficient and stoichiometric UCuGe systems. It 
is conc1uded也atin U・Cu司 Gesystems antiferromagnetic exchange interaction is weakened and ferroma.伊 etic
interaction is strengthened with increasing Ge-concentration in the vicinity of the composition 1:1:1. 
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I.Introduc“on 
τ'he temary intermetallic compound UCuGe 

ロystal1izesin the h怪ago!l~.l CeCdz-type crystal structure 
with space group P3ml1・02).Some eiperiIDental stuqies 
revealed伽 tmagnetic propei1ies of UCuGe depend 
strongly on its deviation企omstoichiometry， in p釘ticu1叫
泊 thevicinity of the composition 1:1:1. Tr阻 etal have 
investigated the magnetic properties of Cu-deficient 
systemsUCuxGe with 0.85 :s x :s 1.00 and Ge-deficient 
systems UCuG今 with0.80:s y :s 1.00. 1t is reported that 
也estoichiometric and Cu・deficientsystems behave as 
reentrant spin glasses (paramagnet今ferroma伊 et今spin
glass)， while the Ge-deficient sy批 ms show an 
組出erroma伊 etic(AFM) ordering at low temperatures 
J吋. For fur也erunderstanding the magnetism of these 
∞mpounds， we have investigated the magnetic behavior 
of Ge-rich UCuGe， namely polycrystal1ine UCuGel.025・
h 也ispaper， we present ac susc巴ptibility 組 ddc 
magnetization measurements on a well-annealed 
UCuGel.O♀5 sample. The experimental resu1ts show 
c1e釘ly ferromagneticσ為。 behavior with strong 
magnetic anisotropy， while irreversible magnetism 
behaving出血edi宜erencebetween zero-field cooling 
(ZFC) and field cooling (FC) dc magnetizations at low 
temperatures is observed， which may be mainly 
originated from the.FM domain同wallpinning e宜ects.

ll. Experimental 
The polycrystalline sample used in this study was 

prep紅 ed by melting appropriate amounts of the 
constituent elements泊 anarc fumace under pUI出ed
argon atmosphere.τ'he sample was than wrapped into 
tantalum foil佃 dannealed in evacuated si1ica tube at 
650 oC for 10 days. X-ray powder di世actionwas 
performed at room temperature with Cu Ka radiation. 
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百le sample was found to be single-phased. The 
di並actionlines can be indexed based on the hexa..，gonal 
CeCdz-type structure model wi血 spacegroup P3ml. 
Ac susceptibility and dc magnetization measurements 
were made using the Quantum Design superconducting 
quantum interference de吋ce(SQUID) magnetometer. 
After a reset magnet operation is performed， the remnant 
dc field of the ma伊 etin the SQUID is about 0.7 Oe as 
determined by using a standard palladium sample. 

ID. Results and discussion 
τ'he temperature dependence of 也e dc 

magnetization M(乃ofUCuGel.025 was measured面白e
ZFC mode and in the FC mode over the temperature 
range 1.8-300 K加担 applied宣eldH=500 Oe. For 
convenience， hereafter we cal1 M/H as dc susceptibility 
and note it as X (=M/H). xz町組dX;'Cup to 300 K 
are displayed in Fig. 1. With decreasing the temperature， 
a steep rise in the XzFc is found.τ'his behavior may be 
associated with the onset of a FM ordering. From the 
泊目ectionpo泊tof也eXzFC(乃curve，we deteIDline the 
FM transition tempera旬reTc to be 70 K For 1>110 K， 
也巴 temperaturevariation of the dc susceptibility follows 
a Curie-Weiss law with a negative paramagnetic Curie 
tempera加re iドー26.3K and 佃 e宜ectivemagnetic 
moment μ:eJF3.23μB・A1血oughour仙iffvalue is below 
the value ofabout3.6μ'.JJ expected for a free U ion with 
組 f"or f.) elec住oniccon宣釦江ation，it is larger出m
those obtained for most U intermetallic compounds and 
giving evidence of typicallocal-moment behavior of this 
system. The negative斗valueindicates the presen田 of
AFM exchange interactions at low temperatures. It may 
be noted也atUCuGel.025 shows a larger and broad peak 
恒治FC(乃 curveat tempera旬reTmι=56 K， which is 
di宜'erentfrom也atobserved for stoichiometric UCuGe， 
where a sharp peak担 XzFC appears at Tm田 =53K
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Fig. 2 Di宜erenc怠 betweenfield-cooled and zero-field-
∞oled dc susceptibility of UCuGel.025 in a field of 500 
Oe. 
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Fig. 1 Zero-field-cooled dc suscep~ibility (XzFc=MzFclH) 
and reciprocal susceptibility (后c)as a 加にtionof 
temperature for UCuGe1.025 in a magnetic field of 500 
Oe.τ'he dashed line represents the fitting result using a 
Curie-Weiss law. 
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observed cusp in ZFC dc susceptibility and 
irreversibility at low temperatures dir巴ctly to the 
domain-wall motion due to the strong magnetic 
anisotropy， which is also reflected in the non-saturation 
of the magnetization under higher fields. The domain 
e宜巴ctsdoes take place in our case can be cl巴arlyseen in 
Fig. 4， where the magnetization at a fixed field increases 
with t巴mperatureup to 55 K and the evident cross国 over
phenomenon can be observed. 

Ac susc巴ptibilityis very important for investigation 
of irreversible magnetic behavior. Which ∞uld 0宜era 
good criterion for distinguishinK. a canonical sp担 glass
from a spin-glass like material-7). Considerini that the 
irreversible magnetism is also typical of spin-glass 
mat巴rials'-0)， and the isos仕ucturalU temary compound 

such as UCuSi and stoichiometric UCuGe have indeed 

40 

Fig. 3 Hyst目白isloop of UCuGe1.025 recorded at 5K. 
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followed by an ev~dent shoulder且ttemperatur巴betwe巴n
Tmax and Tc=73 K -'). 

Figure 2 shows a comparison between XFc(1) and 
χZFC(1) for UCuGe1.025・Di旺'erentmagnetic properti巴S

between the Ge-rich UCuGe1.025 and stoichiometric 
UCuGe are also behaving as the distinct XFc(1) 
behaviors. For UCuGe 3)， the XFc(1) curve白 afield 500 
Oe shows a peak at T m師 =53K， while the typica1 feature 
of spin-glass-like behavior is observed below a 
characteristic temperature Tir<Tmax・ In our case of 
UCuGe1.025， XFc increases continually and no peak is 
observed at Tmax=56 K， while XzFC falls rapidly below 
Tmι . At very low temperatures， both XFc and危 FCtend 
to be nearly constants. Although a similar cusp也 the
XzFC(ηcurve and the irreversible e宜ects can be 
manifested also by a spin glass， we attribute these 
behaviors mainly to the domain-wall motion of a 
ferromagnet with high magnetocrystalline anisotropy 5-6). 

It is noted that the irreversibility in UCuGe1.025 behaving 
as the s巴parationbetween XFc and XzFC curves develops 
at Tir田 Tcwell above Tmax• This behavior means that the 
irreversible magnetism is resulted from the formation of 
ferromagnetic state and di宜'erentfrom that observed in a 
canonical spin glass where Tir is equal to Tm田 ・

Figure 3 shows the magnetic field variation of 
the magnetization M(的 measuredat 5 K up to 50 kOe 
for UCuG巴1.025・Th巴hysteresisloop displays the typical 
feature of FM behavior for this sample with larger 

remanent magnetization and coercive field. Near H=6 

kOe， a metamagnetism like transition appears and a 

linear increas凶 ofM(め isobserved above 20 kOe. Th巴
complete saturation is not achieved in the field range of 
measurement. This may be due to the existence of 
magnetic anisotropy as usually observ巴d in some 
feロomagnets. We have related the reasons of th巴
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Fig. 4 Field dependence of magnetization of 
UCuGe1.025 at various temperatures. 

been reporte~.to show spin-glass or reentrant spin-glass 
properties ，，-'t) we have also performed an' ac 
susceptibility measurement on our UCuGe1.025 sample at 
various frequencies， in order to explore the possible 
spin-glass e宜ects. Figure 5 shows the temperature 
dep阻 denceof the in-phase c∞orr叩onen
susceptibility 0ぱfUCuGe向1.0ω25between 67 and 75 K at the 
frequency range O.l::su白田1000Hz.χac exhibits a 
pronounced maximum around Tm=71 K. Note that there 
is only a slight upward-shift of the peak position with 
increasing frequency. As shown in the inset of Fig. 5， the 
initial frequency shift oTm was calculated as 
δTm=企Tml(TmA1ogω1)=0.002.lt is much smaller than the 
frequency shift of freezing temp町 atureoTf reported for 
typical ∞ncentrated metallic:. spin-glass systems， fl町
example， 0.016 forl!2PdSi3汽 0.025for URh2Qe2叫，
0.015 for NdzAgIn3 H)， and 0.016 for C巴2CuGe3叫.Even 
so， we cannot negate this small frequ巴ncyshift of T m 

having its origin in spin-glass freezing， because the 
frequency shift of ac susceptibility peak position is a 
characteristic feature of spin-glass behavior. However， 
the very small oTf value and the evident FM behavior 
observed in M(めandχ(乃measurementsseem to mean 
that the spin-glass e宜ectsare very weak in this system. 
A dynamical analysis of our ac susceptibility data giv巴S
further evidence for出isconsequence. It is well known 
that relaxation timeτof a sJ)!n glass is expected to obey 
the temperature dependencel.>)τmax=τ。[(TrTg)ITgrZV1べ
and many ac susceptibility experimental results give 
critical exp~nent zv =10-14 for concentrated spin-glass 
systems "'，"・ lnthe case of UCuGe1.025， however， the 
best fit to this equation yields zv=4.9. The small value of 
critical exponent suggests again the weak spin-glass 
e宜ectsin UCuGe1.025 

lt is also interesting to compare our ac susceptibility 
resu1ts of UCuGe1.025 to those obtained for Ge-deficient 
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Fig. 5 Real component χ;cof出eac susceptibility 
of UCuGe1.025 versus temperature between 67 and 75 
K at various frequencies ranging from 0.1 to 1000 
Hz. The frequency sh出 ofpeak position of X~c is 
shown in the inset. 

system UCuGeO.985 and stoichiometric system UCuGe. 
For UCuGeω85， X~c (T) shows a peak at TN=59 K， 
where both XFc(乃andXZFC(T) have their maximum and 
no di宜erencebetween them can be observed below TN • 

Moreover， there is no frequency e宜ecton the TNvalue 4). 
Which is typical for antiferromagnetic materials. As 
increasing Ge-concentration， the AF乱1:interaction seems 
to be restrained and the FM coupling becomes important 
gradually. In the case of stoichiometric UCuGe， a 
two-peak structure exhibits in x~c (T) curve. A 
frequency independent FM transition peak appears at 
higher temperature Tc， whereas a frequency dependent 
transition peak was observed at lower temper~ture Tf 
related to the formation of spin-glass state吋. Thus 
stoichiometric UCuGe can be considered as a r巴entrant
spin glass. Moreover， in our case of Ge-rich sample 
UCuGe1.025， AFM exchange interaction is further 
restrained behaving as th巴 ferromagnet-spin glass 
transition peak disappears. Considering the very small 
oTf value and the evident ferromagnetic behavior 
observed担 M(め andχ(乃measurements，we believe 
that UCuGe1.0Z5 is dominated by long-range 
ferromagnetic interactions with some insignificant 
spin-glass e宜ects. ‘

In a previous paper " ) we have described that 
spin-glass state exhibiting in nOlトmagneticatom disorder 
(NMAD) system to a greater or lesser αtent is not 
surprising， because both frustration and randornness， the 
necessary conditions for formation of spin-glass state， is 
possible to present in such systems. Depending on the 
competition between magnetic exchange interactions， 
long-range FM ordering and AF乱1:ordering may occur in 
FM coupling' dominated and AFM dominated magnets， 
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respectivelド1ncontrast， spin glass state may be formed 
in a system that the competing FM and AFM interactions 
balance. In some cases， both long-range magnetic 
ordering and spin glass stat巴 couldcoexist.百leseare 
also true for U-Cu-Ge syst巴ms. 1nde巴d，magnetic 
behavior for U・c1トGesystems are observed to change 
from the simple AFM feature in Ge-deficient syst巴m
UCuGeO.985 to a reentrant spin glass one in stoichiometric 
system UCuGe and to the FM-type with insignificant 
spin glass e宜ects加Ge-richsystem UCuGe1.025・

日T.Conclusion 
We have investigated the magnetic properties of 

Ge-rich U compound UCuGe1.025 by ac susceptibility 
and dc magnetization measurements. The large 
hysteresis loop， the rapid担creaseof both XFc(T) and 
位FC(ηasT is lowered close to T c， the evident 
di宜"erencebetween XFc(T) and )(zFC(乃curv巴sbelow Tc， 
and the clear cross-over phenomenon between M(め
curves measured at di宜erenttemp巴raturesindicat巴 that
UCuGe1.025 is dominated by long-range ferromagnetic 
interactions with Curie temp巴ratureTc = 70 Kτ'he 
irreversible magnetic behavior could be interpret巴das 
the domain-wall pinning e宜ectsdue to the strong 
magnetic anisotropy. On the other hand， a small 
frequency shift of ac susceptibility peak position was 
detected at low frequency values. Since the necessary 
conditions，合ustrationand randomness， for the formation 
of spin-glass state are possible也 thissystem similar 
those in many NMAD systems， w巴 haveno reason to 
negat巴thatmore or less企ozenspins may be responsible 
for this frequency dependence of ac susceptibi1ity. 
However， in contrast to typical concentrated NMAD 
spin-glass compounds， th巴 veηsmallvalues of oTf 

(frequency shift of peak temper山re 泊χ~c(T) curve) 
andzγ(dynamical exponent) suggest that spin-glass lik巴
e宜ectsin UCuGe1.025 are rather weak. Comparing our 
data with other reported experimental results， we 
conclude that increasing Ge-concentration in the vicinity 
of the composition 1:1:1， could change magnetism of 
U-Cu-Ge system from the AFM coupling dominated 
antiferromagnet for Ge-deficient system UCuG巴0.985to 
the reentrant spin glass for stoichiometric system UCuGe 
and to the FM coupling dominated ferromagnet for 
Ge-rich system UCuGe1.025・
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